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Aomi-Minami Port Park

Located along the shoreline with a 
channel, the park overlooks the Port 
of Tokyo while the land-facing side 
offers a relaxed atmosphere of a 
Japanese garden featuring a stream 
with corridors and natural stones as 
well as a pond. 
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Each area is beautifully lit up as the evening descends making for a very 
romantic atmosphere. You will most definitely want to take photos of all 
these scenic spots.

Gazing upon the Tokyo Tower from the Symbol promenade park.

the Tokyo Water Front City area both in the daytime　 as well as at night!

This area features convenient and environmentally 
friendly community bicycles. You can easily rent a 
bicycle at any of the ports located at each major 
area and return them wherever 
you find yourself. Further, there is 
an ‘unmanned registration machine’ 
located near every train station so 
even if you haven’t made advanced 
registration-no problem.

You can make use of the Tokyo Water Front 
City’ s public wireless LAN service free of charge.
With a simple registration procedure you can 
connect to the Internet. You can use the service 
without any worry about being charged with hidden, 
expensive telecommunication fees.

Enjoy these ever so easy to rent bicycles!

*However, you will be charged with a 
telecommunications fee to be issued a 
password. (This is the responsibility of the 
user.)

The park is an asset that belongs to all of us.

◯Lets be sure to throw our trash in the garbage cans.
◯The use of fire is prohibited in the park. (This excludes the BBQ area.)
◯Please smoke only in areas near the provided ash trays.
◯You may not pick the vegetation in the park.
     To the users of the park

Lets treat it properly and use it in a way so we can all enjoy it equally.

The Statue of Liberty is there to greet you. This is 
a replica of the Statue of Liberty located in Paris.
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The hospitality of flowers and greenery

You will be warmly greeted with a variety of
beautiful flowers throughout all the seasons of the year.

Community cyclingHave fun at Odaiba
Ride the amphibious bus

Contact/reservations

“TOKYO NO KABA” 
Fuji-Express Co., Ltd. (03-3455-2211)

“Sky Duck”
Hinomaru Jidosha Kogyo Co., Ltd.(03-3215-0008)

These Washington palm trees produce an exotic atmosphere as they
seem to enclose the gently flowing watercourse. This location is often
used as a film location spot for various TV shows.

In spring, you can enjoy the contrast between the blue
of the ocean and the Cherry blossoms in full bloom.

Container ships as well as all other kinds of ships
traverse the Tokyo Bay right in front of your eyes.

The view of the Rainbow Bridge and the high-rise buildings on the opposite
shore provides for a beautiful sight that mesmerizes all who come to visit.

The remains of a fortress that was set up here 150 years ago has been preserved 
as a park. (＊This photograph was taken from the Rainbow Bridge walkway.)

The Symbol promenade park and the Tokyo Tower lit up at night. (The times for the night light ups differ from season to season.)

The ferris wheel which changes its illumination to match
the seasons enlivens and adds color to the bay area.

By all means, we hope you will enjoy a romantic experience here in
the night time Park.
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How about a leisurely stroll or walk as you enjoy the view provided by the 
Tokyo Water Front City area in its ocean encapsulated environment?

 Daytime View Spot  Nighttime  View SpotDAYTIME
VIEW SPOT

NIGHTTIME
VIEW SPOT Garden of hospitality  Summer garden

In 40 different gardens the views of 300 types of flowers and plants capture your heart.

In order to greet all of our visitors with flowers and greenery we have, with the cooperation 

and efforts of gardening and horticulture firms and the citizens of Tokyo, created a summer 

garden filled with flowers that perfectly match Tokyo in summertime.

Observation time

Late June 
to 

late September

In the summer we hold a summer
flower technical competition.

You can enjoy the beauty of these
flowers that proudly bloom overcoming
the summer heat.

Garden created on the theme of 
Japanese atmosphere

The location of exhibition      is noted on the front page of the map.1

Garden of hospitality  Winter and Spring garden
Flowers such as pansies and violas color the garden from winter through spring.

In the ‘Yume no Hiroba <Dream square>’ we create and exhibit, in addition to the Summer 

garden, a ‘Winter and Spring garden’ that is created centering on the flowers of pansies 

and violas that can be enjoyed from winter through to the end of spring.

From winter through spring you can 
enjoy flowers that differ from summer
flowers.

The flowers bloom lavishly in a variety
of colors unique to the winter season.

Please enjoy the contrast that exists
between the modern day buildings and the
flowers of the gardens-something that the
Tokyo Water Front City can uniquely provide.

Tulip Festival

　  Color mixing (Mosaic)
Enjoy the beautiful scenery of
many mixed colors.

　  Flowing flower beds.
The rows of flowers that have been
made to resemble the flow of a
river are a must-see.

In the 3 Symbol promenade park locations environments have been created with efforts

and cooperation of the local citizens, neighboring companies and students where one can

dynamically feel the different qualities and beauty of the seasons.

　  Exhibition garden
Please thoroughly enjoy this exhibition
garden that has the largest numbers of
types in the Kanto area (3rd in all of Japan).

400 types of tulips numbering to around 200 thousand bloom
in great stature in this garden that is the largest in the Kanto area.
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※The contents noted in this pamphlet may be changed without prior notice.

★The numbers on the photographs stand for the location where they were taken. (The locations are noted on the front page of the map.)
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Observation time

Early December
to

early May

Observation time

Middle of March
to

the middle of April

The location of exhibition      is noted on the front page of the map.1

You can
enjoy 

The location of exhibition      , and　  is noted on the front page of the map.2 3 4

To the users of 
the park
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